
 Comments on uses for the site


Absolutely anything please! This area is blighted and the green loons, anti-tesco brigade and other 
unrepresentative self-appointed sanctimonious cretins have kept it that way. Just redevelop it. 
Anything would be an improvement.

Given there is no swimming pool at Kingsdown, a pool woukd be good in this location

I would like to see the site at least partly managed by the comminity through a community land 
trust  http://www.communitylandtrusts.org.uk/what-are-clts

Any of the above (and others) would be suitable, bu the principle of mixed-use should be 
maintained.  If possible the creation of new public outside space should be required as a condition 
of planning permission.

There are already plenty of independent shops and cafes in the area - introducing more 
competition could be detrimental (and might attract an unwelcome chain/multiple). Same goes for 
arts facilities I think. Community/leisure facilities could be provided for a wider range of groups than 
Stokes Croft currently provides (i.e. food/drink, arts/crafts and music for the 20-40 age range) - 
what about something for the young, elderly, ethnic minorities, sports... although I don't suppose it 
would be very easy to engineer this diversification.

This a rather a run down area, which (in my opinion) would benefit from the commercialism of 
shops, the aesthetics of arts + community facilities, and the very real need for housing in what is a 
very central location,

Those buildings need to become part of the community again rather than a scar on its face.

Bristol Bike Park, Cafe, Bike Shops, Sustainable Travel Headquarters, New Head Office for 
Sustrans UK, Cafe, Indoor Skate Park, Roof Top Swimming Pool and Indoor Eden experience..

Street level shops or businesses  residential units above.

I would hate the street art of the area to become the focus for this building.  Perhaps a school for 
the third age would be a good idea?

Needs something that will restore the building and lift the image of the surronding area. Housing 
and shops i feel would be ill welcomed following the tesco riots, so something for the community or 
at the very least something that the community could use may be more widely appreciated

The development needs to be a complete mixed use scheme to give it as much possible chance at 
commercial success. The building is key to the improvement of the area. I live on Ashley Road and 
long for the day I don't see a group of 10 tramps drinking on the steps of theis beautiful building.

There are plenty of business units, shops and community facilities in the area that are underused 
at present (Malcolm X Centre, St Pauls Learning, Family Centre and Hamilton House) - having 
more new build might have a negative impact on sustainability of the existing ones.

Mixture of all things good about Bristol, music, arts and some learning (college/uni campus) plus 
some dwellings for low rent key city workers

Houses just mean that if you do not live there you do not go there. Shops, Shops & Shops. Book, 
Record, Deli, Fish, Butchers, Sweet, Toy, Baby, Just SHOPS

A theatre should be built on the site.
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A mix of all of the above would be good - including independent shops - not chains.  If business 
units could be included, some small units at reasonable rental cost for local self-employed?

Anything/all of the above!

Especially residential, community and shops  Shops - but only if locally supplied and managed and 
including good quality food  Business - if small-scale, local, ethical business

to include community supported and organised retail and leisure.

This  is a classic case of an building that could be used for both business and residents

There should be a section devoted to the history of the site so that people do not forget

good to have a spa on, a good roof garden,some  food shops that reflect all national living in the 
area ,  balanced day community interest have external faces where appropriate green with plants 
irrigation liked to weather solar panels that blend in with building make it an eco-friendly building

It is a large site so I cannot see why there shouldn't be a complete mix. I think it is important to 
have residential homes as it will make the area 'more loved' if people are living there too.

Arts Centre

There is already enough community and art based projects in the area already. Business and 
shops would generate money for the area and smarten it up.

A school.  Primary definitely, secondary possibly.  The area is critically short of spaces.

How aabout an independent arts and humanities college/uni, driven by the community

A place that meets the needs of the whole community rather than the vociferous few. Somewhere 
mothers with young children, early teenagers and the ageing can feel safe and share experiences. 
Somewhere like the Albany Centre used to provide in the 1980s and early 90s.

School or educational - the site is central and on a bus route.

Please, no 1 or 2 bedroom flat conversions.There are more than enough of these in the area 
already.

Mixed use - residential and community facilities

Business units and shops should be independent / local in nature and support the local economy.  
Community facilities could be shared space for different groups to use.  Shops could include a 
local food market  Could be space/shared space for faith groups

Student Accomidation, would bring money into the area and maybe discourage the drug & drink 
culture of present that occupies the area,

to be honest anything would be better , it is an area that needs to be sorted out it has gone on long 
enough.PLEASE people work together for the best  for the area and not  self interest, and be 
realistic not pie in the sky thinking which happens to often when talking about this area.

Bicycle hub / shop / cafe. Community use rooms and spaces for community projects. Subsidisd 
business and arts startup facilities and space.

Small independent shops

No shopping units for national chains - only locally owned businesses.

Not another cafe although somewhere where people can congregate to pursue actvities whether 
they be profitable and generate jos or enhance existing community ties

Mixed use please

Independents only
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I think dealing with just the one building is a mistake in much the same way as the restored 
Victorian buildings on the nearby corner were. They already look tired and shabby. Keep the 
Victorian carriage facade and demolish the rest and if possible most of Stokes Croft. As a gate way  
to the city it is both squalid and unpleasant and if you don't tackle the whole area the new 
development will fail.

No arts - as there are plenty of oportunities for artists around the area.

Market and affordable housing scheme with a large proportion of family sized houses

A mixed use set-up would be sensible with some residential untis on the upper floors and leisure 
facilities etc on the lower floors.

In the spirit of Stokes Croft I would like to see independant shops (no chains) and community 
facilities most of all.  The area needs a community room along the lines of The Yard's Wildgoose 
Space in St Werburghs.  Also could be used as a gallery.  A nursery and laundrette would also be 
useful.  Maybe a book shop or bookswop in the laundrette.  Small local business units to support 
local initiatives. It has the potential to be a great communibnty space.  Please dont turn it into 
another anonymous retail space.  Please keep the facad of the building.  Thanks

Possibly a centre of training for skilled crafts people e.g. coach work, furniture making/repairs, 
conservation.  Studios for artists with a showing space and some residential (no parking please!). I 
think there are enough shops (unless outlets for the skills learners or a fruit and veg market for 
organic food) and cafes etc on Stokes Croft.

Because of the recent and past history of this area, I think that security and high local policing 
activities should be heavily discussed with the residents. Lots of PCSO's from the afro-carribean 
community are essential.Give the responsible residents something to be proud of and give them 
lots of support.

Not more flats unless they are social housing i.e. for rent from the council

Would love to see a cinema in there (or theatre)

The combination of uses should ensure that development is self sustaining and not overally 
dependent on public funds

Affordable housing as there are obviously too many needy people in this area who would like to 
stay and there are enough middle class people who would turn it into one of their ghettos if 
allowed. This used to be a good place to live for ordinary people not the do gooders we have now. 
Give people a decent place to live and they will change the area for the better.

The Peoples Republic of Stokes Croft and many local residents have worked hard to regenerate 
this area completely without financial support from the council. The site must NOT be demolished 
for new builds, but renovated/restored to include low cost housing for local people (ie NOT 
expensive up-market accommodation for non-locals) as well as arts and community facilities. The 
renovation of the old King Square House that replaced its ugly, unsympathetic 1960s facade with a 
replica of the elegant facades that originally lined the Square is a good example of how an area 
can be enhanced. The street art festival in the Nelson Street area of the city centre could link with 
the vibrant and constantly changing street art in the Stokes Croft area. Just as Montmartre was the 
artists' quarter in Paris at the turn of the 19th & 20th centuries, so Stokes Croft could be the 
internationally recognised artists' quarter of Bristol. The international response to the Banksy 
exhibition as well as the public response to both the p

There are plenty of all the other uses around the tokes Croft area

I believe this should be mainly residential with shops and arts facilities on the ground floor.

Could be a partnership between Arnolfini, Jamiaca Street Arts, Watershed and People's Republic 
of Stokes Croft
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Perhaps a collection of small office and workshop units to encourage local businesses to set up 
there. This would bring jobs and prosperity to the area as well as more energy. In addition, this 
would help small start up businesses.  Perhaps a few community facilities could be on the ground 
floor.  However, Bristol has excellent art facilities and I'm not sure that these are needed as much 
as more jobs and enterprise

Ownership, governance and flexibility are more important than too detailed a plan and build. The 
shape of our cities and communities is in such rapid and unpredictable flux right now, but one thing 
that is abundantly clear is that people are fed up with the sense of disempowerment that comes 
from the dominance of big money and outdated systems/mechanisms. This development is a 
fantastic opportunity to integrate existing learning (local, e.g. Hamilton House, and global - all kinds 
of exciting initiatives all over the place!) and contribute to it, by having the courage to allow 
emergence, to hold a space for collaborative development and collective emergence. Of course it 
has to be sustainable... but what exactly does that mean - it's very clear that too much emphasis 
on short-term financial bottom line is antithetical to sustainability but, as an economist, I am well 
aware of the challenges of taking a wider and longer view, and having the courage to let people try 
things out and make mistakes.

I would like to see a development that celebrates the diversity of Bristol.  I would especially like to 
see the building celebrate the lives of both the architect (Godwin) and the actress Ellen Terry.  We 
live in a modern society where certain topics are still "taboo" subjects.  Godwin and Terry 
challenged the "respectability" of family life naming their children (who were born out of wedlock) 
after Ailsa Craig in Scotland.  It would be lovely to see a building that celebrates their union and the 
choice of names for their children.

I would like to see the 1960's building completely demolished and a new library, large room for hire 
by dance groups, etc, coffee shop and sports facilities in order that the local people have a place to 
meet and help create a community.  It should help revise the local shops and servicves.

We have too many shops in the area

There must be a mixture of uses created which are visually acceptable, within the local area, 
secure, without obscure areas where substance abuse can continue. It must contain business 
facilities which are of use to and enhance employment within the community. Retail facilities should 
reflect the area and be an enhancement to the local community.

I think the space should be able to keep it's graffiti look - the way it looks now is a strong part of the 
identity of the area and to loose that would be a shame.

Please no more cafes or facilities for the middle-class drop outs that seem to be infecting this area. 
You should be concentrating on the people who HAVE to live here, families and tax paying working 
class, not the likes of those who are squatting behind this building who seem to think they are the 
voice of the area (see the fuss and bother over the local Tesco's which REAL locals actually didn't 
mind having). The residential units need to be family sized homes of three bedrooms plus, to 
reflect the needs of the local population.

Arts facilities can be a bit "exclusive" to those people who are "into" the arts (plus there's already 
lots of that kind of thing in the area). Better to have facilities ordinary people can use - for example 
nursary, library, NHS dentist, "village hall" type space that can be hired out, etc. Residential use 
ensures that it is used all times of the day and has people who have a stake in keeping the building 
looking nice (and will give the Tesco reason to open late instead of closing at 1800 which is not 
very useful to anyone). Office space will help maintain an air of respectability. So basically a good 
mix of uses concentrating on things that are not already available in the area.

I think a mixed use which has open arts/crafts and farmers market spaces, a performance space, 
gallery space, retail shops and eateries and some mixed housing, some of which will support the 
local community.  Parking could be most useful and would draw people to the area from outside.  I 
think it is really important to keep the 'left bank' character and to keep shops and cafes more local 
as is the case further up the Gloucester Road...which is a very successful mix. I am thinking of the 
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Granville Island complex in Vancouver BC, which is hugely successful and draws toursts and 
locals alike from all over the world.

Community facilities and shops are plenty.  Cabot Circus etc!  Turn into Flats residentail from 1st 
floor.  Business units for health centre(drop in)  perhaps Gym or small Council club/community 
centre. (A) to keep younger off streets.  (b) Keep them fit and healthy so they enjoy a working life.

Practically speaking, a purely community facility would probably not be viable from a cost point of 
view.  However, a mix of uses where commercial rents are used to cross-subsidise community 
facilities (in the mould of the Coin Street collective in London) would probably have more long term 
sustainability.

Affordable housing for the less privileged in the area.

The ground floor may provide a good space for a covered market in the style of the Mercat de la 
Boqueria off La Rambla in Barcelona

Feel stokes croft is being saturated with trustafarians and their art who have no long term 
investment in the area. Would like to see some youth facilities, along with social housing for young 
people and families.

We need to push out the undesirable elements in this area.  Creating small Hi-Tech units of an 
artistic nature could encourage people to join in and improve thier prospects. Video and graphics 
could become synonomous with this buildings great architecture.

Absolutely no more cafes. Small business units and craft workshops would be great. Maybe a 
photographic studio, jewellary making, clothing with shopping outlet space to retail direct from the 
manufacturing business based there. Great opportunity to produce and sell locally made goods.

I would be happy with any (legal & decent) mixed use of the building. I dont think there should be 
masses of tiny box-like flats  in it just to make money for developers such flats just end up being let 
out by private landlords and other speculators - it would be better if they were reasonable enough 
to be proper homes for people to tay inrather than just pass through.

All are possible.  The exact mix depends on what local people feel is most required.  There are 
similar facilities eg for arts and business at Hamilton House, so are more required?

We have enough cafes and with the canteen next door i would say not for food and drink use  
some sort of mixed facilities - ground and 1st floor - level something interactive that will bring 
people to stokes croft - gallery/ theatre space/shop units -    upper levels mixed residential - some 
premium some social     just finding a use will bridge a gap between the canteen and the kino - so 
most likely whatever is most commercially viable while servicing local and wider Bristol needs - but 
it will clearly need local support - and be in keeping with stokes croft - definately no tesco!!     how 
about an arts cinema?

affordable housing  Creative business and social enterprise small start ups...not big 
corporates......but maybe a bank?? or at least a free cash point  Working with existing retail, 
businesses and the community in the selection

The important thing is to get a mix of uses that involve the arts, the community and business so 
that they can all inform each other.  It is VERY important that this building is not developed as a 
'bottom line' project that focuses purely on profit.  It should build on the extraordinary and 
wonderful way that the area is regenerating and create a model for the future that celebrates 
diversity in all things, including the mix of art, community and business.

-An Independent's department store- Divide into units with affordable rent for young creatives, 
skilled and craftsmen to start up indendent businesses eg- fashion/clothes makers, Jewellery 
makers, Hair salon, artists, cake shop, vintage clothing, art and creative supply shops, furniture 
maker, cycling repairs, places where people can come and use facilites -(theres a cafe in paris 
where you can rent sewing machines), see www.shopsattheloom.com as a great example of this 
shop unit idea.   -Artist studios, offices for creative businesses and charities, a community meeting 
place and a space for classes could be there too.  -A permanent exhibition/function space like the 
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old motorcycle shop.   -A recreational/sports area in the outdoor area which could also be used for 
gigs and outdoor film screenings in the summer.   Members of the community could submit their 
ideas for uses of the exhibition/ function spaces and excercise their creativity in their own 
community.

Would be great to see some rooms that exercise classes can be done in. Shops should be locally 
run businesses, definitely not another supermarket! Business units should be for start-up 
companies.

More Community based facilities, Anything that promotes the stokes croft art movement.

All of the above would be fine.

All of the above!  What's most important is that development meets the needs of the area and 
people living around it, and is in scale:  not 183 flats!  Also, is mixed and offers opportunities: not 
homogeneous.  Any housing that's developed must include social housing, and affordable 
housing,e.g. shared ownership or affordable privatr rented (if that's not a contradiction in terms!)

It is important that any buildings developed in this area take into account the many unusual and 
varied businesses and residents who live and work locally. Corporations/supermarkets/chain type 
businesses such as Tescos and similar are unwelcome as the draw money from independent 
shops. Like with with housing there would need to be some affordable shared ownership as well as 
some social housing available.

I would like to see a community building for everyone, incorporating affordable housing, arts and 
independent shops in keeping with the creative and unique spirit of Stokes Croft

A community park somewhere to sit and relax, 30 years of peace and quiet as compensation and 
recompense for 30 years of negligence and disrespect to the community

Anything to get this site going and improve the Stokes Croft area.

I think this building should be used to draw people into the area such as for business and arts/
leisure so that other businesses can thrive on the increased numbers of people coming into the 
area. By having too many residential spaces net income to the area isn't maximised.

if any residential facillities built they must have parking, too many places have been built recently 
without any and it is putting huge pressure on already crowded street parking.

Quality and 'affordable' residential development for local people is much needed and would be a 
positive presence alongside business units and community facilities. Arts facilities would be good 
where they are not elsewhere provided in Stokes croft area, ie. exhibition space and dance/theatre 
facilities rather than just artists studios. This is a prime opportunity if ever there was one to provide 
an examplar of vibrant mixed use development.

Ideally it is large enough for multi use- one thing is for sure it must be used!!

I am not really bothered what you do with the site so long as it is re-developed and not left derelict 
a moment longer. I am sure local residents are sick of looking at the burnt out shell of a once 
collossal building

I'd suggest you steer clear of any major brand supermarkets as potential occupiers...

It would be great to see this place housing business/arts/community projects which, while being 
viable themselves, also operated outreach projects to help kids and anyone else who hadn't been 
so lucky in life to get back into the community/business worlds.

It would be great to see this as part of an upgrading of the area and providing something that 
attracts people from across Bristol and outside the area too (e.g. arts facilities)

I would like to see the courtyard area opened up into some form of communal leisure space.
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Stokes Croft is an area with an unusual and distinctive character, and use of this site should be 
mixed, not just residential, to provide the small units and flexible potential use that the local 
community needs.

multi use if space.... all ages and interests... similar to canteen

great site for live / work facilities...

All of above could be good - a mix would be best, but need to be creatively developed, as living 
spaces, not faceless corporate blueprints. It is vital that the community of St Pauls and Stokes 
Croft can thrive, and not be overwhelmed by transient households who have no stake in the place. 
There's plenty of open space at the back of the site - some of this should be retained. Hepburn 
Road was a market garden before the houses were built there, and Montpelier was developed as a 
garden suburb, so this would be in keeping with the history and style of the area.

Keep PRSC out of it.

I would like to see the building providing mixed use for families, single,couples also on iste 
community and leisure facilities. The site is close to city centre and withinwalsking distance of  
shops arts facilites.Also we need to see nearby shops are flourishing as Carriageworks and 
Westmoreland house is refurbished and occupied after this long dereliction.

no flat please.  no clubs nor pubs. There are enough alcoholic and drug addicts in the area.

No big chains like Tesco, just small independent shops.

I think that Westmoreland House needs to be taken down and replaced by something more in 
proportion with the Carriage works.  The combined space could be an excellent and prestigious 
Arts venue.  If there is green space that could have public access, that would be great.  Given the 
attitude of this government to such things, decent flats and shops might be the best we can expect 
to get.

Anything to stop it being a hang out for squatters, alcoholics and drug users

No boheimien type projects

A mix of all with emphasis on community and arts facilities

It would be great to have a public leisure centre! And and swimming pool! There isn't one 
anywhere around here and the area doesn't inspire jogging at the moment!

Enough Flats around here already.

All or any  these would be an improvement.

It's the perfect location for a community facility, art space or youth centre. As long as SOMETHING 
is done with it and soon, so it's no longer the horrendous blight on the cityscape that it has been for 
FAR too long, then I don't thin people would really care what it becomes.

Mixed use above all, and 'family' homes ie not just executive flats. Homes for disadvataged or 
older residents, too.

It should be  mixture of uses for all the community to use and somewhere others want to visit. If 
any residential facilities are built there must be parking. Too many developments have been built 
recently without parking and it is putting a huge pressure on the already overcrowded street 
parking in the local area.

imagination, vision, use the opportunity

I would tick "Shops" but I suspect that the Council will have no control over what shops.  I don't 
think we need multinational/chain outlets.  If it could be restricted to shops that would preserve the 
unique character of Stokes Croft, I would be happy for that to happen.

Why is it that you don't mention the PRSC?
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Anything will be an improvement. If residential properties are included they need to be made 
affordable.  I heard rumours that there was going to be a permanent indoor market included. That 
would be great. Bristol needs a market.

Would like to see a strong arts bias and it would be good for Bristol to have a decent modern art 
gallery - as nothing really exists in the city like this. As Stokes Croft has strong artistic links - this 
would be perfect. Also, what about holding a regular/permanent market on the land at the rear.

It would be good to see mixed use of the site and also to make the outside area at the back 
accessible/part of development with cafes or maybe a market.

A big tesco

Large music/ theatre /exhibition venue space- big enough to host quality artists, commercial 
exhibitions farmers/ allotment market and Asian weddings

I do not agree with more food outlets (especially not chains) being a part of this new development 
as it would jepardize the future of the existing 30 odd food outlets already on this strip.

There is enough room to make a big multi-use unit.

I think it should a youth hostel.

I feel it should be a genuine mix of all these aspects. It would be a real shame to just create 
another set of luxury flats with parking and ignore the local areas need for business hubs, arts 
facilities, leisure, etc. It is a real opportunity to do something innovative and if there is a shortage of 
ideas, I would look internationally to see how other cities have been creative in their approach to 
development and consultation for these kinds of sites. Looking at past 'European Capitals of 
Culture' to see how particular areas may have been developed with sustainability in mind. What is 
the vision for Bristol? I would be tempted to look at cities like Montreal and New York (I know we 
are not a huge city, but why think small) to see how they have developed crucial spaces in run 
down areas. I hope that any development will not lack imagination and not just be about 
maximising profit for a chosen few.

A mix of lots of uses would be ideal for a building this size - but definitley NOT luxury apartments or 
any kind of gated 'community'! its been a blight on the street for SO long now making money for 
rich out of town developers. Anything that appears there should have benefits to Bristol people.

Whilst I like the idea of community and art spaces I would like to see long term confidence in the 
occupation of the builing that business and residential uses provide.  Stokes Croft would, in my 
opinion, significantly benefit from an enhanced business district.  There would then be an increase 
in the diversity of people, which is one of the biggest attractions of Stokes Croft.

I've always thought that something like Affleck's Palace in Manchester <http://www.afflecks.com/> 
or Tacheles in Berlin <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kunsthaus_Tacheles> would be good - a real 
mixture of art, commerce and community.

A market style area - independent retailers/stall holders/local traders - fresh vegetables/olives/
homemade foodstuffs - plus vintage/new designer clothing/antiques/bric a brac -   Bristol has no 
PortobelloRoad/Spitalfields type area! Stokes Croft is the perfect area for such a market. Brilliant 
for Bristol people to visit and/or trade in.

I would like to see a space devoted to performing arts. Perhaps a theatre? Stokes Croft is a haven 
for artists but what would be fantastic is to have is a theatre. It doesn't have to be a big theatre but 
would be a brilliant space for local artists/schools/drama groups/youth clubs/amateur dramatics 
groups to put on plays and shows. Having a theatre on Stokes Croft will add to its already 
flourishing creative spaces and would benefit the community.     Another suggestion would be to 
have a swimming pool. Easton and Horfield swimming pools are just too busy to cope with the 
demand and I think the community would use it and feel better for it.    Please please no more flats. 
We really don't want St. Pauls turning into a nondescript, sterile residential space - keep it creative 
and healthy and our Stokes Croft will continue to grow with vibrant creativity.
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there are more than enough residential areas surrounding the Carriageworks I don't think it needs 
more. Also, the car park idea would make the road much more busy than it already is if there is 
traffic constantly trying to cross other over lanes. At the moment it is closest to an arts house as 
the outside paintings etc are a landmark for Stokes Croft and Bristol, whether or not it is promoted 
as an image for council publicity does not matter as it is already a pillar stone of visitors to the city.

Strictly residential social housing - no yuppie homes for incoming rich people to price us out of our 
own neighbourhoods

No more flats!  There is enough flats throughout the city as it is.

There are enough shops.     There used to be a little ghetto skatepark in there back when you 
could easily sneak in... why not use some of the grounds there to put in a little park? The nearest 
decent skate parks are miles away from St. Pauls area, e.g. Dean Lane.    There's plenty of 
residential stuff around too.     Some sort of small / start up business incubator would be fantastic 
too, maybe some open desk space or hot-desking facilities?      Or a swimming pool! ;)

mix of social and private residential

A mixed use to benefit the wider community and regenerate Stokes Croft.  The carriageworks is a 
lovely historic building, any development would have to by sympathetic to it.  As for westmoreland 
House, it's an eyesore and could be pulled down and dedeveloped.

This dereliction urgently needs sorting out after 40 odd years of eyesore blight.

I would really appreciate some more independent food shops . Whilst Picton Street has a couple I 
still end up going up Gloucester Rd. I also feel that Bristol is lacking a good smallish arts venue. As 
a keen follower of contemporary dance there is very little here as the only options are Hippodorme 
or Colston Hall - too big any anywhere else seems to be too small or off the radar. I end up 
travelling to bath , Cheltenham , Malvern and other locations.

any or all but definatly some affordable residental use for single people to couples and families.

Any combination of the above would be good but not too many flats - think the latest application for 
183 flats is too many.

The open area at the rear would make a great park area for local residents to use.  So many new 
flats have already been built in the area.  A grassy space with trees and benches would be very 
welcome old and new residents in the area.  A Farmer's Market could be held there too and I think 
Adult Education would be very useful also.      Please, please, please no more flats & offices!!!!!  
And NO supermarkets either!!!!!

I feel the area is already very well provided with arts, comunity facilities and local shops. What's 
lacking is affordable housing! A swimming pool/gym would be nice too.

I think that there are enough shops in the area. If possible lower cost residenial unitswould be 
preferable.

health and wellness, not more shops.

It would be good to have a market with a mix of stalls including fashion, food and lifestyle.

Please please no adorning the building in the name of art.  The history of the building should be 
protected, while at the same time modernising the site, cleaning it up, and providing an opportunity  
for people to live, shop, and have a sense of community in the area. But it should also be careful 
not to exclude others - Stokes Croft at the moment is very a much a no-go area unless you are one 
of the people who are permanently there.

Independent shops and art facilities above.

Any residential development must include an emphasis on family sized housing, rather than a 
concentration of single occupancy as is common in the area.   Would it be appropriate to build a 
secondary school on this site, as in 4 years time there will not be enough secondary school places 
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in the city (as there are currently not enough primary school places)?   There are great leisure 
facilities nearby at st pauls community sports centre.  There seem to be alot of business units in 
the area which are underused, so if there is no market for business units that would not be a good 
idea.

We have empty shops and business units in the area, so why create more? We also have a lot of 
"affordable" housing and "transient" residents in the area. The area needs a more solid 
underpinning to its community, and this comes in the form of a "go to" facility. I think the Tobacco 
Factory is an interesting model. A theatre or similar gathering place that brings people and money 
into the area, and puts it onthe map is what we do need.

Any use is better than the dangerous and ugly derelict site that is there, but it would be great to 
have some shops or leusire facilities (as long as any new shops do not threaten the livleyhood of 
any existing shops) and some residential areas as we are an expanding community - but not just 1 
bed flats that are unsuitable for families.  Keeping some of the area green and open would also be 
great for such an inner city area with a massive shortage of outdoor space - a small park or area of 
green with benches would be ace!

Mixed use would be good but almost any use is better than the status quo. I think just using it for 
flats would also be a waste of an opportunity

That spot does not suit business developments. Not only will it not suit that patch, it would also (I 
would guess) not be the best for the companies either. Look at what happened with Tescos down 
the road. I can't imagine a load of suited businessmen being much more popural either.  The area 
should be used to develope the bohemian nature of Stokes Croft - in order to attract visitors, 
tourists and further investment into making it an interesting area of Bristol. To turn it into a 
supermarket or offices for a building society would not only be a waste - it would also remove from 
the unique style of area.

No ugly speculative developments as in most of the rest of Bristol

I would like LOCAL bussinesses and shops to be included in this  development not others like 
Tesco or Sainsbury supermarkets and not junk food burger bars or coffee chain outlets. We need 
some controls on the businesses permitted to lease premises here please.

Anything of use would be good, it's a real waste of city centre space and it drags down an already 
troubled area

School, hotel (top floors only - additional income stream), local info centre, dentist

Perhaps a fair share creche for single parent / deprived / families who find getting childcare 
difficult. Also maybe a small performance space for community groups. A library section?

There are enough empty shops around to say that more shops are not needed here.    If Leisure 
means bars and cafes / restaurants, then how sustainable are the current levels, let alone any 
more?  Residential: there are a large number of flats in the area, are more needed or is there a 
demand for larger family houses?

Shops only if independent, residential if related to creative actvities in the developement

Luxury Flats, a Tesco Metro, McDonalds and a Starbucks.

I can imagine what an amazing impact a mixed use of this building would have for the benefit of 
the community and this lively area of central Bristol. As a local resident I have benefited from the 
improvements in cultural/leisure and business facilities that I have witnessed in the past 6 years 
that I have lived here. To see this these derelict buildings finally have a new lease of life would 
greatly add to the local economy and community wellbeing. It is a central part of Bristol with huge 
historical significance and attracts tourists and business people alike.

I don't mind. Please JUST GET ON WITH IT

when i ticked Residential in would like to see flats to let that are affordable to rent
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I think it would make a perfect place for shop units within the arches. I am looking for a shop 
property at the moment and am disappointed that its unused. What a waste!

This all seems a bit pointless as we have had similar consultations over and over again during the 
past 25 years  Without an indication of whether BCC can compulsary purchase and / or whether 
BCC have any idea how any project would be funded we have no doubt there will be another 25 
years with nothing whatsoever being done apart from yet more surveys / consultations  Yours   
Dispirited

I believe this buidling should principally be a charged entry art facility, showcasing street art, i.e. 
the art scene that has naturally developed around the Stokes Croft area. If we look at how 
successful the Banksy exhibition was at the Bristol museum (top of Park St), it's clear to see that 
such an enterprise would garner a lot of interest and if such a facility were developed, i predict it 
would easily pay for itself (obviously market analysis test would need to confirm this). Business 
units should also be made available that connect to the art facility, such as a gift shop. Some 
mixed tenure residential properties could also be incorporated into the development in order to 
develop a long lasting revenue stream. The one use i would not want to see for the building is any 
sort of cafe/coffee shop, as there are plenty such establishments in the area already.

University - labs and or research facilities

University - labs and or research facilities. We would like an infants playground and some grass.

Would be wonderful for there to be a space that could be used for a church

This is an amazing opportunity to build on the independent, ethical and original vibe that already 
exists in the area. The more opportunity for community development, art and leisure the better. 
Also anything that can bring the local St Paul's community more into the Stokes Croft community 
would be fantastic.     Also when I say shops, I only mean independent and local shops. No 
multinationals and chain stores.

Facilities/services to meet the needs of the local community, and wider populations, that are in 
keeping with the Stokes Croft 'vibe' (i.e. independent businesses, public/voluntary sector services).

I'd like to see a real mix of usage, not just 'community' schemes that are a waste of money.  A great 
deal could be done with the space in terms of shopping and dining, but not chains!  Encourage 
independent restauraneurs to use the space.  Lots of supper clubs in Bristol so people are surely 
keen to step up and take on a small restaurant, just like the success of Zazu's Kitchen

It would have to be a ballanced mix that can integrate well in the community. I would no like to see 
an all residential or all shop development, but a mix of all those things that can enhance the 
neighbourhood.

It needs to be mixed use, for the purposes of the community, but financially sustainable. Ideally, 
with a mix of independent shops and small spaces for local creative businesses.

Affordable housing for local people, work and retail spaces for local people with generous 
community space.

I would be happy for some shops to be included so long as they were local / non-commercial 
businesses.

Quite simply all of these would cost a lot of money. - If you turn it into an urban park the energy of 
the community would build and develop the space - with the Carriageworks as the entrance it 
would be a phenomenal and staggering evolution. - With a struggling economy and major lack of 
green spaces in this part of Bristol, This seems like the most sensible affordable simple intelligent 
uses of the Carriageworks and its space out the back. Look on google maps > it (was) the largest 
area of green in the area...? Think about this vision...

We all know what we want: just get PROFESSIONAL people in to prepare the Planning 
Application.
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skate park - reflecting the spontaneous informal community use it had for years

All the above uses would be appropriate given the location of the site

A market with permanent stalls & temporary ones that the community can lease out for a day to 
sell their wares.

Regenerate the area with resources for all the community.

Mixed use with a community focus

It is a big building so should be space for all of these.  What I would really like to see is space for a 
food market like the South Melbourne market http://www.southmelbournemarket.com.au/main    
Cheap pitches to encourage and create a more diverse and sustainable food economy for Bristol 
would be ideal.  St Nicks is good but the farmers market is only one day a week and not so nice in 
winter.  Would be great to have something more permanent, convenient and comfortable.

keep it simple, keep it viable

Also don't forget space for a primary school, which need only be single form intake, but is 
desperately needed in inner city Bristol. In terms of individual weighting for these other uses, I 
would like to see the least amount of residential (detailed reasons why below) and the greatest 
amount of space (in more or less equal proportions) given over to -_small_ !! business units, arts 
facilities and community faclities, therefore with _small_ !!!! shops and leisure facilities in the 
middle with regard to space usage. Why? Because although there is allegedly a housing shortage 
in Bristol, the last thing this area needs, which is already packed to bursting point with dwellings of 
one form or another, is yet another crammed development of shoebox-sized so-called 
"apartments", which unfortunately is all that one can expect of a developer these days. More 
residential use simply puts even greater pressure on the infrastructure of this area, i.e. we already 
have the largest and most chaotic health centre in Bristol, d

a wide range of activities mixed together is what make Montpelier & Stokes Croft a great place to 
live & work. A single-use development would skew that mix, and not for the better. Whatever, all 
small scale - no supermarkets, corporate offices

I think the buildings should be mixed use, keeping to the scale of shops and businesses nearby : 
Ie, not dominated by one shop or business. I think there is not enough council-provided leisure 
facilities in the area - a sports hall, including basketball and table tennis, for example, would be 
great along with some residential provision especially for low income families (ie not student 
accommodation)

Artisan type shops

Artisan type shops

I think part of the land could be used as a community garden/alotement. And there might be place 
for a swimming pool  Def no parking for cars, no where on the new site.   Open the space for eco-
housing project?  Create a more permanent space with the travellers who live there now. Keep 
Westmoreland house as well as the carriage works.

There are already loads of arts & community facilities. I don't see how stokes croft could sustain 
these at carriageworks plus Hamilton house, Jamaica St studios etc

Sensible mix of the above and not too dense

small local shops, a toy shop would be nice,

I think the area needs to bring in money to increase the profile of the area. With recent riots and 
bad press this would be an opportunity to clean up the image of Stokes Croft and make it a sought 
after area to live in, work in and socialise in. Clifton and it's businesses holds itself very well 
outside the city centre and it would be nice to see the same here in Stokes Croft. Admittedly the 
money and wealth is not so high, but we can start taking steps to put provisions in place for people 
to spend money in the area and the rest will follow.
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Mixed use seems appropriate for such a large and locally important site. Apartments with secure 
parking would fit well on the upper levels, with perhaps parking behind or beneath? The bottom 
level or levels would benefit from a similar usage as Hamilton House - with certainly small self 
contained units for independent traders, possibly market space and an area reserved for promoting 
the arts, something prominent to the area and building collectively. the roof space should be 
utilised too with either garden/allotment space, solar power or a large scale public art display. A 
large pirate sculpture or one of Brunel's proposed Griffins for the Suspension Bridge would be rad.

Basically anything creative, but not residential flats are the area is oversaturated with derelict 
houses as it. No need for more accommodation in the area. Ideally businesses and non-profit 
ventures that benefit the community - especially young people and families, as well as vulnerable 
people - of which there are many!

This is such a beautiful building, and it really lights up Stokes Croft. It would be an incredible 
shame if the building was used for apartments or car-parking - what a waste of a gorgeous facility! 
I'd love it if the building could be put to good use for the benefit of the community - a local library 
would be a wonderful thing to have, or an arts-space for the community to use (not just local artists 
but ordinary punters too), or a gym.

public green space, public cycle parking,

no chain shops though... and no small, developer type flats.

Women's centre. Safe place for women. Women's refuge.

It would be nice to see the site turned into proper arts and community facilities and perhaps some 
shops that supported local, independent artists/retailers, e.g. something similar to St Nicholas 
Markets.

A site of this size should be a mixed development that will serve the local community and attract 
people from a wider area.  It should be an opportunity to create something of 'merit' though this 
would need defining - architectural, social etc.

Anything would be better than it sitting empty.

creating jobs and economic activities should be a priority on a site of this sort particularly the 
Carriageworks building which was an industrial building and can be used to provide modern 
employment like ICT and Design Technology or craft and arts based jobs

I think there should be a mixture of uses to the site. Preferably afordable homes could be in the top 
section. The bottom half needs to be also mixed use. Maybe a community shop by the daytime or 
in some section (something like the People's supermarket) and then in the evening used as a 
space for activities and workshops. The vision and aim should be a space full of activity from day 
until night.

Space for young artists, street artists.  Rent space for business of to live.  It's a brilliant building, 
amazing on the inside - real opportunity for the area.  One half of the building should be used as 
space where people can learn to grow plants:  hydroponics.  Like a Mini-Eden Project, in the city.  I 
have been to a project in Hackney that does that.  Skills trade:  community led.

Gym:  but I use the gym where I live, wouldn't use it here.

Little boutiques - like the ones on Park Street.  There are enough arts facilities around here 
already.  We need a multi-purpose building for all the community, that will appeal to all age groups 
- 14 - 65 years.   Somewhere that offers a safe space for young people in evenings and weekends 
- gym, computers, sports facilities.

I don't care what they do, as long as they do something!  There are already too many ideas, just 
get on with it!

The area needs more mixed, residential provision.  More residential would bring more customers, 
and help to create a balanced community in the area.  Broadmead dies in the evening, because 
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there is no housing there.  There is a need for short term apartments - 3/4 month lets:  stop gap 
housing.  This is a brownfield site - it makes more sense to develop this rather than green field/
countryside.  It should be multi-dynamic, loads of shops, artisans, no chain stores, and studios and 
living.  Street market.  Stokes Croft could be the "Camden" of Bristol if it was developed right.

It would be a shame if the whole building were turned into flats, it is an important landmark and 
should be available, in part, for all of us to enjoy.

It;s a large site and can accommodate space for all of the above.

Not social housing or flats UNLESS they are planning on a new primary/secondary  school  in the 
area - too many children and not enough school places in the area already.  Fruit/food/clothing /
craft market with indoor play area for kids/toddlers?

A theatre would be great.   Leisure facilities.  I agree with the person who said that Westmorland 
House should be knocked down and the land behind it developed into social housing.

I agree with someone who aid that Westmoreland House would be better knocked down and the 
space created made into a city square.  A Big performance space is need plus some affordable 
housing.  There are already enough shops and business units in the area.

I would like to see a park, community gardens, secure bicycle parking for local residents, a 
community hall. Also it would be great to see community organisations such as The Bristol Bike 
Project, the Emporium and the Free Shop supported and be offered low cost space for their 
projects to be able to florish.

Focus needs to be on arts and art retail. I would like to see further community art space with low 
cost / no fee studios to allow more collaborative, community art projects. Additionally, allowing 
residential space with rent to cover the cost of these areas would be possible due to the size of the 
property. Of course, typical landlord-business tenant relationships are not ideal. There is not a 
demand for further shop space that is not highly focused. Any type of retail or business units that 
are opened must be highly specialised.

Theatre?

What is most important is that this site is developed and used  fully and not piecemeal which has 
happened around it.with very mixed and limited results

this should become a community building allowing the local artiists and clubs to have a place 
where they can gather and share ideas, but have it all open to the public, the shops could maintain 
the rent of the building as well as the local artists namely the graffiti artists being able to showcase 
new material and sell it

A fun swimming pool with slides, maybe with part of it outside would be excellent.  All of the pools 
in Bristol are just basic pools with no fun extras for kids.

Please lets have a mix that will ensure many people use the area at all hours 24-7

Local market, youth club, evening classes

Mixed use is best for such a central site

Local crafts people, artist, small traders should be able to hold markets, or have cheap outlets for 
their goods, products

I'm not particularly fussed about the buildings being used for residential or commercial uses - as 
long as it's done with integrity and sensitively

We need social housing not private/student accommodation.  Public community facilities eg 
cinema, art exhibition space, small business space, legal aid centre

A museum/tourist attraction gateway to the already great Gloucester Road
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Shops and community facilities on the ground floor then arts facilities & leisure facilities & business 
units.  I wuold like no more than 50% residential (max) preferably 30% of building used as 1 or 2 
bed flats residential.  I think the other things are better use.

Independent cinema.  Soup kitchen for tramps.  Larger space for PRSC.  Inner City zoo.  Covered 
market.  Sports/gym

The outdoor gallery should stay and the skull at the top, therefore the ground floor at the very least 
should be art/community/leisure facilities similar set up to Hamilton House with more choice,  
Although I'm very aware of the lack of affordable housing so some of the space should be 
residential.  It's a great area to live in.

There are already a lot of arts facilities, shops, community facilities etc.  A leisure centre with 
swimming pool and gym would keep us healthier

It is important that the site isn't just developed into flats with a few token shops/cafes

Small shops in an open gallery in the carriage works for the many local artists to sell their works

There should be residential units, but not over expensive ones that are the size of a rabbits hutch.  
Nor student places.  They must be for people who want to live and work in the area.

This needs to be a genuine mixed use development.  Not simply 183 high spec flats and a couple 
of small units to rent.  Emphasis should be on Art (in all its forms)

Shops (small no brands).  I would like to see the ground floors used for community/art/business 
which enabled public access.  No supermarkets

I think if the Council can make some revenue in the form of discounted rates then this may bring 
business to the area and improve it.  No corporates, promote independent companies, no 
supermarkets, no chains.

Anything would be an improvement

Stokes Croft because it is such a heavily used route into Bristol is unsuited to residential use.  It 
should be used to provide employment and shopping opportunities.

This town does not need flats in this area.  Saturation now

There should be an element of exhibition space and community use - no casino or similar

Don't mind as long as parking is fully accommodated

Any residential properties must be reasonably priced and combine buy and let. No buy to let 
please.  There is plenty of that already.  No chain shops.

Because of parking permits in Kingsdown, day time parking in Montpelier has now reached 
saturation.  New flats have also added even more vehicles - pavement parking is selfish and 
appaling - so no more residential building.

It would be good to see more facilities that would benefit the community

Residential - affordable living space for local people.  No multi-nationals - shops - local only

No more faceless Yuppie flats that no can afford anymore, give it to the community

Flats would need their own parking as the whole area is a mess of parked cars

We have enough art and community in the area - we need more affordable housing and steady, 
paid employment opportunities for local people

There is a hugely increased volume of noise at night    this area - no more     or music venues   
(Paper badly torn - unable to read)

As anarea of Bristol that has a strong community and sense of identity, I think it important that the 
function and access to the new buildings reflect that
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This site needs less larger (family) houses or flats.  183 is too many.  Also good to have a mix of 
uses with a strong community emphasis

Residential of course, business units good, arts facilities could tie up nicely with Jamaica Street Art 
groups and could double up as community space and leisure maybe gym.  Personally would love 
to be able to swim.  No shops or cafes

Any residential should be a mix with lots of green space.  Shops are not required but business and 
arts would be great.  Don't over-develop.

(Social residential).  No residencies for sale, social housing only.  No student units

Local shopping centre (like in Shepherds Bush)

On holiday in Budapest .. an almost identical building .. similar steps up to an 'arts' venue, 
independent, more the cube home? etc .. one exciting hub of activity all in one chunk

If Westmoreland House isn't taken down it needs pretty-fying.  Possible by art/mural.

Mix of use: shops, community and flats

Communal (area creative).  Community arts

No main preference but residential last

Independent and local!

Something that served the community

Arts

Affordable housing - social.  Mix of social and private

mixed!

Should not be high street/national branded shops, keep local.  Could it provide not for profit 
services

Affordable housing.  Low cost start up business space

Mixture not mono

Affordable housing

Affordable housing - especially a first step!  Not student flats.  Hub 1 community

Clean and drug free, looks very dodgy

Anything other than present

Therapy rooms

All of above.  A school

Space for independent business but not multinationals

Local independent (business units, shops)  It depends on type of leisure (leisure)

No more flats or shops.  Affordable housing only or prefer community facilities.  Green space!

Rent only (residential).  No more shops.  Community and art based area with a garden.  Housing 
should be Council rented only not for sale, we need decent affordable rents not a ball and chail to 
the banks

Comminity centre with public and private facilities  for people to use. Library?

Like the graffiti.  Keep Carriageworks.  Homeless shelters.  Social housing - for rent

Something sensible and interesting
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Got the Croft space (bar) it in (Iron Maiden to open it)

A market area would be great. A Stokes Croft Corn Street/St Nicks

Social housing also for rent

No (residential)  If local and independent (business units/shops)  What does this mean (leisure)

Please keep the original features and artwork.  Work with the building - dont bulldoze it

Council to subsidise all these things.  Homeless, gallery, youth centre, room for local meetings

Anything to enrich

Anything/something

Be good to see the area used - a waste of a beautiful building.  Would lift the whole area

I would like to see a music school at the Carriageworks

Not "chain coffee shops"

Prefered use:  1.  Arts, community & leisure in the Carriageworks building facing Stokes Croft  2.  
Residential dwellings at rear. Westmoreland House area

Parking could majorly cause jams at this junction - similarly access/vehicular - 4 Ashley Road? 
access? must consider this.  I live in York Road and parking is a real problem already

I have lived in Bristol since the 1980's and nothing has been done to these buildings.  A waste of 
resources

Bistro, pub, cafe, theatre, cinema - YES  Nightclub - NO

Ideally a 50/50 mix with underground parking.  The application for 183 residential flats is excessive

Something in keeping withthe positive changes in the area.  Not a big corporate chain

With being in such close proximity to the centre, business units are not required.  The community 
needs to expand on arts and community projects as thats whats breathed life back into the area.

Incorporating a community centre, badly in need in area

Cultural (community facilities)  Not Tescos (shops)  1. Open plan market selling local produce & 
council housing would be good - affordable at least  2. Something like St Nicholas Market selling 
locally sourced produce/products  3. Free internet/learning and advice

I don't mind what use - I would just like someone to get on with it

It will be needed to have residential, business and shops to pay for it, but a youth club or a cheap 
hang out with indoor activities is needed in the area

Shops - independent

I think that too many residential units would have a detrimental affect on the community.  Stokes 
Croft has always been a place where people socialise - more leisure facilities would be good

Provision of some therapy rooms for alternative therapies would be welcomed

Unconvinced by transformational impact of arts venues and shops - seem to have a surplus of 
both at present. Car parking essential

Whatever is built will be better than it is now, its a disgrace to Bristol, overdue

Mixed development with legal advice centre - social advice centre.  Private residents or housing 
association.  Preferable mixed.  Play centre for pre school and out of school time - event & play
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I would like something up market rather than the so called affordable units to live in, the area 
needs money from the residents and respect which comes from that, Move the homeless homes 
away, give Kings Square back to the families

Sports/gym facilities.  Broaden out the remit of the kilumba centre to include and embrace the 
whole community.  Make any new developments bold and innovative to reflect the vibrancy of the 
area

A bakery would be lovely.  I live near the bottom of Stokes Croft and an independent bakery is in a 
far walking distance.  All shops should be independent

No more houses/flats.  Shops, indoor markets would be great, florest, fruit/veg, arts/crafts.  
Business units above maybe or leisure.  Houses mean traffic and too many cars for parking

An indoor market like St Nicholas Market.  A large building with individual units for small business 
units allowing flexibility and affordable small outlets

Parking spaces important

No offices.  No 4 Ashley Road may make a nice art gallery but the other buildings could be 
converted into a mix of affordable housing, underground parking and private residential/leisure 
facilities.  Swimming pool and a gym

Social housing (at truly affordable rent) above and community 'village hall' below

Multi-use and diverse please

Mostly residential, a few shops.  Community art space.  No gym

Large 2 bedroom flats or maisonettes with garden (not toy houses or flats they build today), they 
are too small and let the Council rent them

Cafe

New offering of shop.  Car parking

Anything that would benefit the local area

Opportunity for local people to create a community with aspiration and imagination

That public/open areas have exhibition spaces/walls

Local stalls and small shops

Not student accommodation.Roof top restaurant.  Health club.  Include childrens play areas, open 
space, Food growing - green roof

A grafitti area for youth

I do not think this property is appropriate for residential housing

I think it would be a shame if the building changed.  The facade should be preserved.  An art sight 
or leisure facility would be great eg. community kitchen/language/workshop

Classes for the community, workshops, teaching and arts and theatre, dance studio, family centre

Keep it as it is

Community cafe.  Local artist galleries

Local fruit market.  Food market.  Skate park.  Swimming pool

Avoid expanding housing into countryside

Need for more homes - better to redevelop old buildings rather than on green land but ground floor 
for community use and need adequate parking provision

Low cost/social (residential).  Only if sustainable (art facilities).  Too many already (shops).
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Possibly for the building to be turned into some sort of gym or sports centre for the locals

A lot of good arts facilities in the area already.  I think most important use is affordable, non luxury 
long term (ie well built) accommodation

Should keep the frnt of the buildng the same - it's so Stokes Croft

I think that local council owned housing would be good. Any shops should be local, independent 
shops - not chain stores

Art workshops would be really great

Cafe, toddler activities, workshops for all, soft play

Car parking would be handy

I want to say that in the favour of residential facilities

Housing for the community

None

Something to preserve community and feel of Gloucester Road

I think it's really important to have a mixed use but also a mix of residential, so not just trendy flats, 
but also realistic family accomodation, with a number of bedrooms and access to secure outdoor 
space.

I know it isn't an ideal site for residential use, and has no chance of any parking for customers of 
businesses in front of the buildings, but I feel it would benefit from a mixture of uses. The site is 
huge, and has great potential. I like the idea of it having residential units as well as business, as 
the site has its own inbuilt security. It is a shame there isn't one coherent theme in the design of the 
buildings, but I am sure there are architects out there with ideas.

Mixed use with resi on the top and retail on the street. Above all the use must be able to carry the 
cost of the refurbishment. That largely excludes arts and community which are quite well provided 
for nearby.

Sports/independent business.  Not student accommodation

All of above - including residential - not too swanky

Not Tescos.  Residential - if done in a pleasing way not units crammed in

Montpelier has no church hall/community centre.  The North Baths have closed and other leisure 
facilities are often unavailable for swimming.  Kingsdown does not have a pool.  The best use 
would be for a swimming pool/leisure pool

Anything is better than it is now.  Whatever disuades the street drinkers/squatters/rioters is fine by 
me

Also green space very important,  Realistically the developer will have to make a reasonable profit, 
so this will dictate to a certain extent

People need homes

The existing owner has had it for so long now if they were going to do something they'd  do i't by 
now

I would like to see some inclusion of those people already living on the site, but more investment 
and a place my family could visit and use

Media and arts complex.  Centre for promotion and dor developing ideas

Such a large space should be multi-use - like the Tobacco factory.  If residential, should NOT be all 
students but should be long-term residents to build the community in the area.  Swimming pool 
would be GREAT
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This building is a site for sore eyes.  Something needs to be done and quickly its in city and on the 
front

It would be great to have a mix of uses to compliment each other and the area

It is necessary to acknowledge that development has to be commercially viable so preferred use 
can't be the be the only factor

Bingo hall with bar and cafe.  Local players welcome

I am not adverse to shops however I feel in todays climate with so many shops closing down I feel 
something more sustainable such as residential use would be better

There are no facilities in this immediate area for a community centre.  Athough flats are also a 
good idea it makes the area too conjested

I would like to see a factory that would employ disabled people and people from the community 
making cushions or anything from recycled goods

School, nursery, family centre, library, youth centre

Parking.  Any proposed application should include good parking facilities to avoid impacting on 
already packed local community

It should be used as a community, social space that local people can enjoy.  The worst possible 
thing would be flats and shops

Community centre, swimming bath, gym

Accommodation with enough jobs for those who live nearby or in the flats.  Jobs with flats

I have a vision for a community resources centre with the back are developed into a community 
garden that produces fruit and veg which can be sold in a community shop.  Laundry and wi-fi 
facilities, youth and young children areas/opportunities/club.  Sharing resources centre, citizens 
advice positive transition futures.  Parking facilities would also ease the lack of parking for 
community, residents though nor priority

Mixed use best and not high density housing.  Worried about implications for transport and 
parking.  Why is BCC considering an application for 183 flats when one for 153 flats was turned 
down by the Govenment Planning Inspector in 2010

Affordable housing.  Live/work spaces.  Not to use space for hostel, gateway (people out of prison 
into accommodation) this area has too many places like this already eg Jamaica Street Hostel, 
Ashley Road Bail Hostel

Bazaar for ethnic home produced goods, sewing, knitting, are, nic-nacks etc

Art gallery, use for the community.  Lottery/EU development funding.  Independent, local shops

Demolish.  No point in shops - too many already.  Better buildings have been demolished in part

We have lived in Montpelier for 6 years, an amazing community, it would be wonderful to have 
reactive arts centre with green space around for children to play.  There are a lot of children in ...
( badly torn) and it would be a great focus

Stokes Croft is a creative area and I think the bulding should be used for art markets, events, 
studios etc

Social housing

All!  A wide and varied use is better than no use!  Gym? Cafe? Music venue?

We really need a swimming pool in this area

Business units - only if they are local businesses

Maintain the spirit of the area - art, independent scene etc
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Community projects.  "Peoples supermarket"!

Got to have residential to make ti works - make it financially viable

Homes and meeting place for homeless

A bit of everything

Combination, don't think city needs more residential - more businesses, arts, shops, need to work 
a well co-ordinated artistic centre like print.... (unreadable).

It is essential that the flats are social housing for large families and not yet more student housing.  
Research has clearly highlighted the need for this.  Shops need to be local traders.

People moan about us homeless - need housing

There has been some improvement in the last year to the retail options that might attract people to 
come to this area. The riots have damaged the area's reputation and certainly encourage my 
organisation to leave this area. Shops are important not only to service the needs of the locality - 
but they give a visual demonstration that the area is developing.

But not chain stores.  Independent stores.  Some residential

Any or all of the above, so long as it gets used well

This site is an eyesore and needs serious redevelopment!

A library like the one in Seattle. A swimming pool

New three bed flats would be ideal

I'd really like to see some accommodation suitable for families, not just 1 & 2 bed flats

Maybe there could be flats above and shops below, with arts/community stuff below.  Mixture of 
profitable and non profitable enterprises and get social return

Community centre - engage local youth.  Peoples supermarket.  Rooftop garden

Indoor market.  Affordable housing

Exhibition space.  Workshop/educational space like above canteen.  Housing for those in need

Public open green space, public cycle parking

There needs to be something for elderly  people in the community eg health cave

Swimming pool, leisure facilities, help for the homeless locals

Anything rather than dereliction

Make it pretty

Massive nightclub

Focus on independent traders, no more late drinking licences

More social housing is needed

Housing must not be limited to 1-bed and studio flats as there are loads of these already nearby so 
mixed tenure larger units and employment uses and offices in the Godwin building so mixed uses

Please can it be car-free with zero parking spaces but lots of go-low - car club, bike hire etc.  Also 
create public green space/pocket park

Indoor market - central hub for independent, remade and recycled fashion and other small 
businesses

Stokes Croft is a really unique area and should have a unique facility for the Stokes Croft residents
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This is a very overcrowded residential area.  Please no more flats - the roads cannot take any 
more cars.  We need more open space and community developments like the Tobacco Factory

Indoor market, cheap housing, help and advice for homeless

Paint it magenta

Basically something that serves peoples needs

Could be also used as backpacker in a small park

As long as you renovate it

All of the above benefits the whole community so as much of the above as possible is a good thing

Youth club during the evenings and elderly club during the day

No call for shops, loads empty in area.  Affordable one bed flats for young people probably best.  
But anything is preferable to how it is now.  Just get on with it

No residential development please! More of 'The Canteen' style development, but a bit more 
professional  cooking studio spaces

Residental - 50%  Shops and business - 40  Other - 10%

Residential and shops to generate income.  Art and community facilities needed as there would be 
a strong desire for this in the area

I would like to see some youth training facilities

The old health centre should be residential - its a shame   Westmoreland House should be 
knocked down and redeveloped in a more Victorian style - residential   Carriageworks - business 
and arts/community

Maybe partly it would be used as residential, and bottom part ofr arts or shops, leisure

Small theatre, something similar to the Tobacco Factory? A protected green space/herbaceous 
garden!

Art space - galleries, museum, dance studios, public library.  If business only, very small 
independent shops etc, the likes of the previous Kensington market in London

This is a large site that could be interesting.  We need to avoid the scruffy inner city look.  I can 
imagine arguments if the local community do it

Be great to have a theatre like the Tobacco Factory.  It would bring tourism to the area and create 
opportunities for local people utilising the creativity already here.  Could be a cultural capital

Low cost community housing for low income and single parents

An art gallery/workshop space on the ground floor would compliment what is happening in Stokes 
Croft at the moment

I would like to see the present planning application approved

Residential - to rent not for sale - unless at affordable price.  Parking underground - essential in St 
Pauls

Why not have an indoor antiques/collectables/flea market?  Lots of people now visit, taking photos 
of street art.  Car parking needed - but also good pro-public transport info - lots of buses pass but 
many people don't know how to use buses (hold out your hand, watch out for 2 or more arriving 
together - you have to have your wits about you)

The area has a history of community arts projects, graffiti art and artisan workshops - it would be 
good to continue this

Must involve local people, ideas etc
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Community theatre, childrens facilities, arts centre, plan indoor/outdoor, youth centre, skills swap 
centre, locals teach others for free, workshops

This site would be ideal for an 'arts' (meaning a wide specimen of possibility) community space 
that would add considerably to an artistic creative area that is attracting people and business to a 
deprived area (and the city as a whole)

Small shop, business units 1st & 2nd floors, now corperate?

An open downstairs market or shops within a chemist, butchers, bakery, deli, a mix of essential 
shop for Stokes Croft.  Truly how many local people would benefit from arts so much

A church with community friendly facilities

Lice in studios, a place where people can live and work, then a gallery/shop of the work made

independent business use

As a group, we have no opinion on the mix of uses for the site.  Our primary concern is that at least 
some of the rear space is used as a green recreational area. Urban Greening are a community 
group working to increase the area of space for growing in and around Montpelier; we have over 
140 residents as members, and run regular workdays and tree planting events.

I am a resident of stokes croft .  I live on Dove Street South.  In this densely populated area we 
have no  community facilities.  Our only option is to pre-book the Deaf Centre  which is only 
bookable  on days when they are not using it.  Compared with St. Pauls we are very neglected on 
this front.  I would like westmorland House to be used for the community , the arts and leisure.

The site and buildings appear to be big enough to accommodate a mix of uses.  I don't have a 
preference, but do think a mix would be good, perhaps with shops/art/leisure/community facilities 
in the ground floor units opening on to Stokes Croft, with business and retail units in higher levels 
of the buildings.  I don't know what the rear of the buildings is like but it would be good if open 
space/gardens could be included in any design.

as communications are very limited wherever you go, it would be great if it was named "The 
Communication Centre"with a variety of drop ins, arts of all kinds etc., including workshops for all 
ages. when i say all ages, please dont forget the older generation who have many experiences 
and not many places to go. we seem to concentrate on the young all the time. please, please no 
shops as we have many local businesses but a market once a week would be welcome and 
definitely no more flats. conference rooms to make money for the centre. now lets go, what are we 
waiting for?

mixed use - theatre, digital, arts, dance, gym - another Watershed style place - community driven

The design by White Design for Love Bristol has a lot of interesting ideas. The success if Hamilton 
House shows that there is a benefit to be had by including arts and social facilities in any 
residential design.

I believe that utilising LOCAL people and business is good for moral, a sense of community and 
belonging, confidence, economy and the environment.

The sensible and quickest solution would be to demolish and clear the site, the existing buildings 
are of low quality build, the fact that one is of grade II listing and designed by a past prominent 
architect is of little consequence here. Take in as many points of view as necessary but lets get on 
with it. Some parking would be required with the new buildings?

Anything would be better than what is there now.

This block of real estate is key to defining the future identity of Stokes Croft. The area is fast 
becoming a beacon of alternative thinking, of  a different approach to the certainly difficult future 
that faces us all. What happens here will be the measure of our courage and our ability to forge 
real solutions to our uncertain future.     In my view, we should adopt a gentle approach to this 
land. The method of development is actually more important than the final outcome.  Firstly, the 
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property must be wrested from the current owners, and its ownership must reside within the 
Community. Refurbishment must be incremental, and be effected by crew that is as local as 
possible.     Any development should give due consideration to what is likely to confront us as a 
Community, the necessity for local communities increasingly to fend for themselves, as the oil runs 
out, and economy becomes of necessity more local.  Any development should give due 
consideration to the diverse nature of this community. Perhaps we sho

A big food market, European style, selling local fresh fruit and veg, meat, fish, some delicatessens, 
cheese, etc. I definitely wouldn't want it to see turned into a residential area or business units, 
there's plenty of empty office spaces in Bristol city centre. Leisure facilities would be also a nice 
option.

Creche - no shops, it is not sustainable in this current climate, everything going bankrupt, there are 
plenty community facilities locally

A bingo parlour, a massage salon and residential flats (owned by the Council/perhaps sheltered 
housing)

I would like to see flats for single occupiers as often these people are neglected

Because is not enough community and leisure facilities around the area

I'd like to see a school

I have lived in this area for more than 45 years.  This building is an absolute disgrace from every 
side and angle

Arts studios, cafe, gallery on the history of Bristol

Creative space

Church/community/arts

Community arts - not closed off.  Residences to be for poor who can work and have a community 
in the building

Anything but luxury flats.   Affordable housing with local charities/groups eg shelter

I think that it is vital to have local people and groups involved.  People know their history here and 
need a space to put their creative and skills into practice.  This is a perfect place!

Arts and creative stuff

Affordable accommodation - NOT able to resale for profit ie inflation only.  Small units for 
workshops and local traders

Is a communal structure

Independent clothes shops

Community facilities or arts

Housing association and market/commercial.  Keep character but improve

Have to think about what will fit with what's already in the area: there is a lot of community facilities 
already. Already enough housing. Main road into Bristol so should be a statement building

Affordable housing, small artisan type business units

Community projects and art facilities would continue to add to the wonderful diversity of Stokes 
Croft.  Affordable housing is hugely important too

A fair mix of the above

Food market - fresh produce.  Community growers.  Childrens area
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Any of the above so long as housing is cheap and for the poor and any businesses are not generic 
chains

Sports/climbing - affordable

We would like to see people live there instead of it demolished

Really good, sexy area

Something that people can do and use, for the you

Affordable housing, something to benefit local youth

Studio, theatre, specialist drama centre, arts centre

This could be an exciting project but I think its really important not to divert energy and funding 
away from existing projects provision in the area at a time of funding cuts

Shops linked to arts facilities

I think there should be a link with the university and UWE and a facility that look ahead for 30 years

The residential aspect must be affordable/comminity/semi-social.  All else - similar vibe

I think there should be a link with the university and UWE and a facility that look ahead for 30 years

Primary use: residential, shops, business units. (The other 3 categories would also be acceptable)

Although I have indicated 'shops' above, I hope we don't end up as another generic 'high street', 
would rather be in keeping with the ethos of the area

Youth and free internet usage.  Good bike place.  Secondhand furniture. Multicultural shops.  Food

I feel that if it was put to use for the community then it will give the residents a sense of pride

Empty buildings are a waste of resource and only benefit wealthy entrepreneur!

A similar idea to Hamilton House?  Studio space, shops, workshops, bar/cafe... (cheap!)

Cafe, restaurants, fruit & veg shop, shops.  Yoga etc

Anything is better than a derelict building!

Would be nice to have art and community on the lower floor(s) and flats above

Any chance of a swimming pool?

There are more than enough houses around already. Car park would simply be too busy as that 
road is constantly full of traffic during the day.  Covered in murals it is very nearly an arts house in 
its own right, so something suited to that would be perfect.

A mixture of living and recreational activities with affordable accommodation

Not 'chain stores'

Priority for small local businesses.  Provision for customer parking.  Food market.  Not too many 
flats.  No Tesco.

It would be nice to be managed by the community and for the community, being a reference place 
for the surrounding neighbourhoods (St Pauls/Montpelier)

A police station/and rapid deportation centre.  We need to get the poplation and noise down and 
not feed pigs on cherries!

A primary school on this site please.  Residential units must have easily useable o.s.p. (nearby 
Linden development has too few and rarely used because inconvenient garages, used mosly only 
for storage). Community facilities needed including new Health Centre for new GP practice as 
Montpelier
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I feel this area could use more green space. I would like to see it developed as a public park.  I 
think this land at rear would improve well-being of those living in the very built up area

If residential, it is essential to include adequate parking spaces

Theatre, leisure, studios, green area/plot for everyone on the back of it.

Only family homes (ie 3-4 bed houses/apartments) at affordable prices and some community 
facilities

Indoor market - as "Woolies" has closed down

A living wall would be nice - we need more nature in Stokes Croft!

What about table tennis tables or snooker for young people - say under 18's

Existing (latest) plan seems to have greatly increased number of flat units! How come?

Please do your utmost to involve all residents and interested parties not just the vociferous few

Should be residential, but with shops and ways to make it easy for people to work, so needs 
places for children to be safe, places for secure parcel delivery etc.

Anything to smarten the place up but is also financially viable

Arts is the most important factor, a bulding committee

Potentially all of the above..! The space is huge and with considered designs this building could 
become a very successful space indeed.! I think there could well be a food market on the ground 
floor, arts facilities on higher levels, punctuated with business facilities and community provisions. I 
have considered the building may times, and would love personally to be involved...

Open up the rear of the site as a communal garden accessed from Ashley Road and Cheltenham 
Road to ensure that it is a through route.  Garden to contain a small pavilion for community 
services eg. library, space for hire etc... Perhaps also include a gym or other such leisure space to 
ensure local use.

A healing garden

The building is in the heart of a unique area valuing independent, sustainable shops and a vibrant 
alternative culture

Depending on inside, this could be developed possibly as a resource for creative and cultural 
industries - a 'creative quarter' for the city - current climate shows retail brand outlets are having to 
close - suggest a public private partnership take on development.  Consult architects.  Parking 
needed too.  Performance and exhibition space and gallery

Residential would be ok if mixed not just fancy flats/expensive, but combination of things a better 
option

Mixed use please. Like Hamilton House! But we probably don't need another one.  Please no car 
parking and yes eco/env development.  Low carbon must be a priority

Would wish to see an upmarket development like the Barbacan in London, with large flats and car 
parking behind gates

A locally sourced food market and stalls would be GREAT! - like St Nicholas market on Corn Street 
in BS1.

I've been in Bristol for three years now, I live in Cotham.  One of the things that amaze me more 
about this city and about this area is the art.      Two of the most significant buildings that Stokes 
Croft has are The Carriageworks and the Westmoreland House and everytime I walk pass I keep 
talking to my boyfriend what we would do with them if we were the owners.  Lots of ideas came to 
my mind but the idea of building apartments wasn't one of them.  That idea simply terrifies me.  
Those two buildings should be reformed in the way that every single person in Bristol could enjoy.    
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Anyway, I started thinking and then I realised that Bristol doesn't have a proper market place like 
Spitalfield Market in London (one of my favourites) where local artists can show their work while 
people can have a drink in different cafes (of course not cafe Costa or Starbucks or any of those 
awful chains), restaurants....I know that we have St Nicholas Market, but let's face it, that market in 
my opinion is not as good as it cou

There are already a number of arts facilities in the area.  Low cost housing (for sale and rent) is 
essential, for families as well as singles and childless couples.  No shops are necessary!  
Community charities should be set by the local community

Community and arts are my ideal.  Bars wouldn't be a bad idea.  All of which should be community 
led

Parking should be planned and integral

Anything as long as it is used and refurbished.  Preferably residential.  We are desperate for 
affordable homes in Bristol

With parking

I have an interest in this site since 1986 when as a business development consultant with the 
Bristol Inner City Project (Bristol Task Force) we commissioned a feasibility study into the potential 
use and acquisition of the site for community benefit and ownership. £600,000 was set aside for 
the acquisition & £800,000 from private sector

Some flats - mixed age groups (older people).  Small shops - extend Gloucester Road idea.  Arts 
group

Any development needs to be in scale with and meet the needs of the local community.  Housing 
that is affordable - social housing or affordable rented/shared ownership.  Work opps for local 
people.  Open permeable space

Bristol car museum for Bristol cars - building on original use as Carriageworks.  Has to generate 
money.  Arts and community require funding.  There is no display of cars/industrial heritage

Mixed use but has to be realistic view about what's economically viable.  Some aspect of 
community use but not running the whole site.  It will be very expensive: if it doesn't stack up 
economically, it won't happen

A mix is more realistic than single use concept

Market. Some residential but not to much.  Shops reactivate area

I don't mind what it's used for as long as the original character and look is retained

Arts centre, theatre, community space, cinema

Local traders and a good facility for all community with multi-use functionability eg arts, community 
events, with management

Council flats only

Make very cheap rent units - housing exceptionally cheap rents, £25 week, that won't happen then

Preserve Grade II frontage - open up the back courtyards

Bit of everything

Mixed arts/micro business/studios (live work)

Affordable housing.   Food outlet (small/independent)

Plenty of family housing, approached from the street behind - little or no parking

A flexible space that can adapt to changing needs.  At least some housing should be family
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Studios for start up crafts people, education facilities, library - (British Library outpost like Tate, St 
Ives)

It's about time this space was used productively

Dont mind as long as its not empty

Swimming pool with reduced entry for local residents (with slides).  Drug/alcohol centre.  Roller 
disco

Music venue.  Specialist shops

I think that it would be great for the community

Community and arts facilities would help to bring a more cohesive sense of community; more 
shops are probably not necessary in the area; business units (offices?) do not contribute to the 
character and atmosphere of a community, as they have a transient population and are empty 
outside working hours. Housing is always required.

Last high floor commercial use maybe restaurant - to help pay for rest upkeep

Not sure what is needed in Stokes Croft, already plenty of arts facilities

Community supported argiculture, community resiliance training, group power

Theatre and cinema

Horrific as it is.  Urine, drinkers & bottles etc intimidating

Really use it as a community space that helps community to grow and flourish

Good local shop fronts ex Bristol Fine Arts

Gentleman thinks place could do with clear up.  People chuck rubbish all over, should respect 
where we live.  Too much violence in Bristol.  Gent saw man attached last week police took an 
hour

Is it possible to create an arts hub with business space and arts space for start up creative 
businesses - markets? But this could be extendedto sports activities/community activities

Anything

Mixed retail/indoor market - food

Something celebrating the diversity of attitude of Stokes Croft - not another Hamilton House but 
something cultural and crowd drawing ... beautifying from the street front

A market, food, clothes etc

Could possibly be a green space

Allow the building to be used for inexpensive communal projects

Keep entire building and refurbish

An indoor food market.  Market stalls like Morrocco/Camden etc.  It would be great to have a 
cheap market like Detpford to replace need for Tesco

Community market/department store

Low cost spaces (if not free) for local artists

A market that sells good cheap food

Social housing for rent.  Good idea for tourism

Best have arts/community uses, above with flats for financial viability.  Starter residential

Too much residential already.  Should be services.  Com mixed use buildings. Accessible by public
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Art gallery in Carriageworks on ground floor, community facilities/studios on upper floors scale of 
Tuckett Building.  Potential to .?. and .?.  Housing - smaller flats 1st buyers/renters

Proper shops - no chains, local independents

A mix of all the above would be best

We need more space for local art and music

Garden - public allotments.  Artists studios/residences.  Basketball courts.  Rehearsal performance 
space

And some public green space please, also permeability from Cheltenham Road to Ashley Road for 
pedestrians and cyclists.  Car free development.

Performance and rehearsal space.  Community garden and allotment.  Artists in residence to 
create, produce and perform on site.  The centre for an artist body that can support and facilitate 
artists and performers

To have such buildings un-used is an abomination!  Community outreach, art work shop are just a 
few ideas

Cultural hub, where the people of Stokes Croft can come together as a community to develop as a 
society.  Or independent shops, showcasing local talent and possibly a local currency - like 'Brixton 
pound' or a skills exchange

Done as soon as possible after consultation with local community etc

Something different from art studios as there is enough in the area

Not swanky flats.  Community based things. PRSC has helped people want to be

Nice grafitti

Music activities, places to eat, independent shops

Anything but eyesore it is

Something for youths to do there, eg pool/snooker room, computer facilities, music recording 
studio, art facilities, workshops

Must have parking for all

Stokes Croft needs the frontage with public uses to the Street (Stokes Croft) to ensure and act as 
a catalyst for its continuing redevelopment ie reduce blank/boarded up frontages.  Shops/cafes/ 
restaurants possibly best around floor frontage uses, with other ticked boxes as above, to upper 
and rear areas similar to model of The Canteen

I think part of the site should be given to any local "pro-active" squatters to renovate and use to 
give back to the communities as they wish

Mixed use

Shops - independent

None of the above.  A building like this and its land could be used for something truly international 
in vision and importance like eg. 'A Museum of Human Rights' or 'Centre for the Demise of 
Capitalism'

It would be great to allow street art to continue forming the way it does around the site, whilst still 
putting the space to good use for the community.  We don't need any more apartment flats!

I would like love Bristol to do what they would like to do. I would also like facades to be maintained.  
No minimal private developer spec.  I think the area needs a credible arts/private cinema/theatre/
workshop/ dance space.  A local supermarket supporting organic/local small businesses ie bakers, 
vegetables, textiles, florists.  Computer repairs.  Mother and baby equipment/toy swap store.  I 
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think a site that renovates and celebrates the history of area 1700-2000.  It should celebrate the 
ethnic diversity of the area

The more 'multi-use' the site, the greater the community participation and investment will be.

This area needs hubs.  Just look at Hamilton House.  Would love a community centre with leisure 
facilities and arts and crafts

Sufficient arts facilites in the area accept for retail outlets.  Insufficient top of the range craftsperson 
facilities and precision engineering.  Nees for a puppet theatre, swimming pool, jazz club and 
specialist concert hall, horticultural advice and circa for organic growing workshops with inner city 
fruit and veg garden, community area including MP and councillors surgery facilities.  Small but 
independent only shops, CAB

A mixture of all, local and independent shops, businesses/projects in line with the community - 
some residential - affordable living.

Also publicly available open space and a permeable site allowing access through fare

It is inexcusable that this building has been left for so long empty.  I don't think the area needs 
another cafe, but rentable community spaces

Shops - locally run - no Tesco.

The people who have been living on the site for years should have a say.  Have you asked them?  
I would like to see it used for community events and workshops and not for more money making 
shop type places

I would like to see the building used as affordable retail units for local business units for artists and 
makers/small business that trade via ecommerce.  Affordable flats for people working in the bulding 
or others.  Space for the artists and businesses to exhibit and for community events to take place

Community facilities, residential

I want it to be left as it is

More independent shops and community spaces

Not residential or business units

Independent shops

Any mix of useful facilities that doesn't impact any further on taxpayers (ie is self-financing)

Whatever happens, it needs to be something to bring the area 'up' not 'down'.  Residential would 
need to provide parking

A mixed use scheme of shops/businesses on the ground and basement level with residential 
above to bring life both day and evening

A gallery or something similar with activities for local families etc.  Cafes/shops

A mixed use development for the community, by the community would benefit the local area and 
be in keeping with the spirit of Stokes Croft

Business units only

It should become an economic incubator space with many small units  to allow small businesses a 
chance to develop.  No supermarkets!

Go and look at the tobacco factory! (or custard factory in Birmingham)

Public swimming pool

The residential element should include a long term/occupier element.  Stokes Croft needs such 
commitment
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Medical, sports.  (A large hall that could be used for all kinds of events, plays, cinema, music hall 
etc)

Iceland/Farm Foods freeze stores.  Swimming pool.  Pet shop

Continued improvement of arts facilities, but as long as somethint is done, we'd be happy with any 
of the above - please make this happen

There is a need for good quality, sustainable, low energy affordable housing in the city.  There are 
enough shops and arts spaces in the location - so this should not be the focus.  Community space 
and shared facilities would be an asset in this area

Food market, veg shop, community stuff ie co-op

No more 'arts' and no more 'crazes'. More normal shops for normal residents

Please would you be kind enough to look up the meaning of the word 'facilities' - answer is there 
(arrows pointing to community & leisure above)

By shops I mean local ones not multi-nationals

Mixture is good.  I think the answer is 'it depends' - any of the above could work if they are 
appropriate / complimentary to this unique locality - so: inclusive/independent/creative in its design/
locally focussed - not corporate/cold/exclusive/(excessively) profiteering

The ground floor of the Carriageworks would make an excellent space for a market ie like Covent 
Garden/Jubilee Market

We dont need any more flas.  We need more community places

Swimming pool and/or street art museum.  Offices

Some of the area should be set aside for parking

A mixture of some of the above

Medium sized theatre, dance, music performance space, mixture of food/cafe places, gallery, 
business units for small start up companies/small businesses, childrens areas

Just get on with it, its been sitting there for years as an eyesore!

A mix to sustain all needs

Venue, recording studios, rehearsal studios, insight to careers for young people in music, 
community, festivals, events, a young peoples meeting place for positive change

I know that LoveBristol have a fabulous plan that incorporates many of the desired groups above.

It would be nice to see something in our community for the children, youth, along with the adults.  
Maybe a community/leisure centre or something

Any of the above, anything is better than a derelict building full of squatters, drunks and drug 
users!

There are already several arts facilities therefore would like a gym and sports hall included for local 
comunity plus housing - all affordable!

I would love to see these buildings brought back to life.  To become a hub for the innovativeness of 
Stokes Croft.  Parking may be an issue!

Community cafe/kids area/theatre and gallery would be great

The site is perfect for an indoor market! - like St Nicks

It would be so fantastic to have a mixed use community space in the centre of Stokes Croft.  Such 
a great opportunity!

I would really like to see something done with the buildngs
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Business units - available for small, independent businesses and social enterprises.  Arts facilities - 
venue, exhibition or mixed use space

I would like to see the building being used as a gallery, where local artists could exhibit their work

I would prefer that the unit is used by operations that are self sustaining (not dependant on grants 
etc)

Anything except another bloody supermarket

I would like the building to have a swimming pool, where a day out of the week is female only and 
female only swimming pool.  Because an hour is really not enough for the amount of people that 
want to swim

A mixed use would be ideal.  Not too many flats.  Ground floor - gallery/theatre/cinema or a 
covered market like St Nicholas' Market.  Swimming pool.  Climbing wall

We do not need any more flats in the area, what with the Linden Home developments that has 
changed area - I would say most or even all do not play any part in the community of the area

Swimmong pools etc

I hear Circomedia is looking for a new premises.  It would be excellent to have them as one of the 
users/occupiers

Not a gym, not a community centre.  Artist workshop like just off Corn Street, gallery healthy food, 
No Tesco/Subway/McDonalds/Banks/Stan Bucks

In keeping with the area.  Cinema along watershed style club/bar

Residential: modestly priced accommodation.  Business units: eg small workshops, community, 
leisure and arts centre ie learning facilities, CAB, art classes, cafe, small cinema, rooms to hire to 
run activities

Let us not have another homogenised shopping or business park.  These buildings are unique so 
lets do something unique with them and Bristol can act as a beacon for cutting edge change

On account of all the crime in the area, perhaps part of the building should become a police station 
- parking will always be a problem so preferably, not too many flats (residential) and possibly a 
health centre

Live work units for people to sell out of their workshops would suit the current business 
environment of the area combined with education and accommodation to generate income and 
shops

I think the frontage (of Carriageworks) should be kept and done up.  Great if it is a combination of 
the above incluuding a cafe.  Westmoreland House could be demolished.  Green areas

It's such a big site it would be great to have a whole mixture of facilities.  As an extension of the 
Gloucester Road please encourage independent group/businesses rather than chains/corporate 
companies

Club and restaurant

It would be good to have a mixed use development which is in keeping with the area- affordable 
housing; small business units; workshops; community spaces etc.  Would also like to see 
education/skills built into plan especially for apprenticeship and training schemes in traditional skills 
which are at risk of dying out

It would be good to see a mixed-use development in keeping with the area ie some affordable 
housing; above list plus education/skills workshops to provide apprenticeships and training in 
traditional skill which are in danger of dying out.  A traditional print studio with open access would 
be good.  It would be good to see the site developed sustainably and especially taking account of 
biodiversity and wildlife  in its design.  for guidance see UK green building council biodiversity info.  
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http://www.ukgbc.org/site/resources/show-resource-details?id=490  Try to avoid .  Haven't ticked 
shops or leisure as I don't want to see any retail chains or bars but local artisan shops would be 
welcome.  There are already a lot of cafe/bars around so probably don't need any more unless 
they offer something different

I am interested in the plans of the 'Love Bristol' group

small/local/cottage industries/businesses; a community hub for the local area that includes space 
for performance, exhibition and educational workshops; a community hub that can network with 
other community hubs around the city

More specifically we'd like  to see it become our new home for Circomedia!

Carriage Works ground floor should be retail, or similar space (Bristol Credit Union?!) or gallery. 
Would not like upper floors to be a youth hostel or similar use.

let's keep it independent, and don't put too many houses in!

Private housing would be useful - there is too much social housing in st pauls

Mixed use is the best option for the area and it's people. A too heavy focus on residential 
development as has been proposed would totally out of keeping with the area, and failing to 
capitalise on its potential. The area has lots of problems as well as good things; if we want to start 
solving the problems rather than moving them to another part of town, we would do well to avoid 
purely residential developments, since these bring in new people looking to get on the congested 
housing ladder, often with no incentive to invest their time in the area.

Mixed-use site, so that there is 'life' in it during the day and in the evening/night. Rich mix of 
facilities to benefit the local community, and reflecting the current 'Arts' culture of the area

Divide it into assorted workshop/sales spaces inside, with a community eating/meeting area.  Like 
Kensington Market used to be decades ago.

Priobably more than enough 'arts' stuff around already. But there is  a desperate  shortage of 
AFFORDABLE houiihg

Combination of business and residential to help bring more commerce to the area

A theatre space. a permanent indoor market

Affordable housing needed

Cost effective flats for low income people - not yuppie flats!

Local shops and local businesses, ie Bristol based, not international chains.  Should enhance the 
area's existing culture, not ruin it.  Work with local entities eg co-exist, community groups

Community art facilities for Stokes Croft and wider Bristol community employing trainees/artists

Positive features of the site: Good frontage on busy street. Enclosed site = more secure. 
Significance of architectural heritage. Prominence - but the buildings could stand out rather than 
loom over us. Motivated local community. Employment space opportunity with associated 
educational possibilities - apart from previous approved PA, there is presumably little residential 
precedence on this site. Negative features of the site: Dire vehicular access, the only entrance 
being by the traffic lights on Ashley Road. Considerations: Are there directives about keeping trade 
local, sustainability etc to be followed? Are there EC standards for the provision of open space in 
cities which this area fails to meet? Ideas for the Carriageworks (other than or as well as retail or 
business units): Theatre (especially now that QEH Theatre has gone). Museum/Gallery of Bristol 
People (many of them local (Godwin, Banksy, Henry Irving etc etc). Ideas for Westmoreland 
House: I would prefer to see it replaced with a building that is

Stokes Croft is a creative space - how about radical things like an underwater cinema/swimming 
pool
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Sports

Kids area and gardening club

Upstairs residential. Small businesses downstairs

Residential non student above, multi purpose below

Swimming pool

Educational facilities

Toy shop please!

Theatre, auditorium, arts quarter, retail for local artists, arts education

Swimming and sports activities, restaurants, cinemas

A place where small businesses can set up and get running cheaply.  Business co-operative

We haven't got enough art space for artists, meeting rooms for people to come together, 
community groups, art classes etc

Keep it small scale.  Keep away big business!

Keep it small scale and independent!

Kids area at back garden.  You can have a gardening club

Flats maybe something like Hamilton House

Not residential - no more flats

No residential - no flats

Lidl or Tesco and cinema

Nightclub - youth - hire facilities for people to put on own music night

Art project teaching - youth project/different things for people of the area

Things for young kids/children. Needs to be affordable.  Place for kids to meet others/break down 
barriers

Hotel

Gallery

Hotel.  Community centre.  Care home

Dance classes, theatre, drama classes

Think about the sole traders

Education facility.  Independent shops

Cinema under water - free arm bands - I can't swim

Kids area.  Gardening club.  A cinema for free

Football place, snooker/pool

Coffee shops

Nice library

No business uses - enough shops

Tech space

Flats for homeless or homeless
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Uses that cater for other needs than the 'leisure' things on Stokes Croft. Also things that appeal to 
locals of St Pauls as well as the people who come to Stokes Croft facilities at the moment

Swimming, sports, sauna, cinema, restaurant

I think the facilities could be rented out to some charities. I work for Fairbridge West Centre and we 
have recenlty merged with The Prince's Trust. We provide support to vulnerable young people and 
help them get into employment education and training. We are looking for new premises to 
accommodate all our services. I would like to see if we could rent some space in Carriageworks 
and work in partnership with other voluntary, community and statutory groups in providing joined 
up services for vulnerable young people and their families

How about an indoor food market on ground floor - brilliant idea!

Mixed use

It's a great area landmark and a very unique element to our local landscape.  Don't outprice local 
use by poor development (business lets or high price housing).  Use it for art and community 
development

Leisure and arts would benefit the community - fresh produce, healthy food and residents above so 
noise overtime would be reduced out of respect for the residents

We would prefer as mixed a use as possible.  We would also object to as many as 183 flats being 
developed there.  We would prefer a maximum of 60 flats and as much local business as possible.

Mixed use.  Must add to the cultural vibrancy of the area

Would like a swimming pool (public)

Whirl-pool, steam room, swimming pool, meeting rooms, conference rooms, knowledge centre, 
water based recreational facility

An arts centre, with cinema, live venue, sauna/steam room, theatre etc

There are lots of community facilities in the vicinity, Hamilton House, Malcolam X Centre, Kuumba, 
Motorcycle Showroom, only slightly further away Midnimo centre, Junction 3 (soon) St Werburghs 
Centre, Wild Goose spaces etc etc already struggling with funding cuts and competing with each 
other why another?

Community stuff.  Just being in use would be good

Please make it useful rather than commercial

Empty.  25 years need sorting.  People killed. Do something.

Artists studio space and shops / cafes etc that link well into what's already in Stokes Croft

The options are too vague more details need to be submitted.  The area needs upmarket uses 
certainly no more residential units are needed

Affordable houses, units for independent, local businesses, a hall for hire for community meetings 
and events etc

All of the above.  Use outdoor space behind for community gardens

A community space to foster and develop Bristol's art/music/fashion field

Arts/crafts, workshops/gallery

There should be a creative mix.  Not dominated by high density housing.  We have enough of that

It should be mixed use.  It should be a quality development, reflecting Cotham,St Andrews, St 
Pauls, Montpelier residents

Any of the above is better than leaving it as it is
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Business units in the bottom.  Arts and media, some residential

Multi-agency advice centre, wellbeing/theatre services, community benefit - not for profit

Market place, independent supermarket, something that enhancs the area and helps it become a 
shopping/nightlife destination

High street alot of shop like a primark.  We would want the shops who have Hallal food and muslim 
community stuff

Taccles - in Berlin, base it on that, massive arts community in one building

To make the place look better and more creative

Flats, get homeless off the streets

Not student accommodation, multicultural friendly

A market space, similar to Spitalfields, Camden, Notting Hill etc.  Would still allow for arts projects 
to take place and lots of community involvement and would also present opportunities for small 
businesses eg cafes, pubs etc

I am an artist and would love to see this place used for artists

This building should be used like Hamilton House is

I want to see the local community using this space

These buildings have great opportunity to be an amazing space

Not another Dovercourt - overdeveloped and uninspired

Affordable gym, community shops - greengrocers

Market (bi-weekly or weekly).  Rooftop skatepark and cafe and roof garden and pub/bar and helter 
skelter etc

It would be grand to see a large market place selling food and arts stuff.  Yay!

Educational and arts spaces

Affordable housing, business units for small up and coming local businesses that connect with the 
shops too.  No gym, no posh flats.  It needs a wide variety of uses that benefit the whole commuity

Range of arts spaces

It would be nice to see a bigger space for musicians to join in

This building could be put to good use as some sort of intensive scheme for people in the area that 
could use and need help when needed

Residential should be a small component.  Small local shops.  Not like Dovercourt Garage.  Not 
big business.  No gated community

Arts facilities would fit best with area with spaces for business and shops that are relevant to what 
is being produced in them

Shops - similar to St Nicholas Market

Arts/Media centre with space for artists, designers etc.  Creative Hub.  Business dimension

Combination of arts, community and housing for these people

A mixed use space - fit in with Stokes Croft

If the building has mixed uses then the chances of all aspects being accepted into the local 
community are higher, keep the Stokes Croft amalgamation going

Anything so long as it fits in with the Stokes Croft atmosphere/ethos
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Community centre - an expansion of what the Canteen does.  A central focus for workshops/
community

Love Bristol should get the run of it

Workshops - different facilities on each floor.  Music - practice space/lessons

Social housing.  Community space, where people can make their own agenda.  Markets for 
community

Performance arts - music school (re arts facilities above).  Flats in Carriageworks exclusively for 
people workign in the music school.  Self contained like an Old Vic for music for children for Bristol.  
It would poshen up the area

Spaces for community groups, charities and independent shops

In keeping with the area, something needs to encompass community activities

A mix between the Canteen and Paintworks

Real practical crafts - that what is needed

Love Bristol have a great vision, wonderful ideas and good people to back, support and carry it out

Mixed use of space throughout - retail/leisure & residential.  24 hr day. Built in eco-friendly way with 
environmentally friendly materials eg solar panels.To include social housing , family houses - so 
not a transient residential area

As it is on the main strip of Stokes Croft it needs to fit into the ideals of the area - ideally it should 
be a creative space, for community and families to learn and get the community together

Place for locals to participate in educational facilies - for all ages and backgrounds.  Partly 
residential

I would like to see an art school/educational facility with a cracking art department aimed at the 
local youth and families

An indoor market of local startup shops/stalls from food to art, clothes, tools etc with cheap 
residential above

Mixed use with enough revenue from residential to keep other stuff going

I would like to see more creatives using this space

Should be a healthy combination of community, arts and commercial - in this order!

Independent cinema.  Workshop spaces.  Public bike maintenance area.  Tool share.  Green 
library

Prices should be kept low to encourage small businesses

Shops - privately run businesses.  Indoor markets or thrift stores

The building has potential to be a landmark and catalyst to improve and invigorate the local area.  
Art can be a dominant driver for the development in an integrated development

I care not what it is used for, as long as it is used for something

Additional comment as already filled in this form. Environmental aspects to build is important in 
terms of low carbon use, solar panels etc

Not housing.  Not shopping areas.  Facilities to encourage art/music and hobby

We have enough art facilities, not more cafes, we need butchers, fruit & veg shops etc plus retail

Community garden, youth building - skate park?

Local business and start ups. Art on 1 level
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 Neighbourhood compost and renewable energy site

  Not just flats

  Be nice to see it used as s promotional tool for support services/practical needs of people in the 
local area and across Bristol

Mixed use best - ceramics studio would be lovely! Shops that are suited to the area (local, 
affordable, organic)

Any or all of the above (that I have ticked), would be nice to have a function that celebrates the 
design of the building  - I'm thinking a tiered arcade of shops/art studios like Silver Arcade in 
Leicester

Something for locals, not just new arrivals and students.  Community based advice centre, benefit 
problems etc plus perhaps local police station

It should be mixed - possibly embracing some of the existing arts centres on Stokes Croft

Offices

Because it is such an iconic building for Stokes Croft it would be good if it could be used for the 
community.  If it is shops make sure that they are local people, and local produce please! Dance 
lessons/sports facilities (community)/weekly market

Do something that capitalises on the areas tourist appeal

What is the point of a 'Community Vision' if  a) the site is owned by a private company and  b) the 
vision is not economically viable?   The consultation does not mention this

Some sort of club for the over 65's where we can be taught how to use computers etc etc etc

Needs a balanced mix of uses

Market venue

Mostly housing to meet the needs of local families

To expand on the above:  - in response to recent dance and performance boom in Bristol I would 
like to see a couple of large dance studios & mini theatre  - ground level:hire space for stalls for 
local products, sales eg organic whole foods, handmade jewelery etc rotating salesmen  -co-op 
cafe/canteen day food only bar, for catering events  - flats for artists and people who involved in 
running this project/or hostel

Jobs

Family housing

Leisure centre like Horfield

Housing

Family housing

Caravan park

It would be amazing to get these buildings in use whatever they're used for

I would support cheap, community-orientated co-ops or independent usage at ground level and 
affordable housing.  Very strongly opposed to chain stores and creeping gentrification which is 
encroaching upon the districts distinction character
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